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Keensight Capital strengthens its team with the appointments
of Stanislas de Tinguy as Senior Director and of Jan Kinsky as Analyst
Keensight Capital, one of the leading players in Growth Buyout 1, has today announced the
appointments of Stanislas de Tinguy as Senior Director and of Jan Kinsky as Analyst in the context
of continuous business development.

Bio – Stanislas de Tinguy benefits from over 15 years of experience in Corporate
and Investment Banking, with a strong expertise in the Telecom Media and
Technology (TMT) sector.
Stanislas joins Keensight Capital from BNP Paribas CIB where he held the position
of Managing Director and Co-Head of the TMT Investment Banking team for the
Asia Pacific region. Based in Hong-Kong, he developed and ran a team of 15
professionals in Hong Kong and Singapore with a scope across Asia, from Greater
China, Japan, India to Australia. His key responsibilities included originating and
executing transactions in the TMT sector across all Investment Banking products.
Prior to this position, he was Managing Director in the EMEA Media Telecom sector, where he originated
and structured large transactions for leveraged corporates, private equity and emerging market clients.
Stanislas graduated from ESSEC business school.

Bio – Prior to joining Keensight Capital, Jan Kinsky worked as a strategy consultant
at Roland Berger, where he conducted multiple projects in growth strategy,
strategic due diligence, operational excellence and corporate finance in North
America and Europe.
Jan has a strong international background, having lived in France, the Czech
Republic, Canada, Hong-Kong and Singapore.
He is a graduate of McGill University and holds an MBA from INSEAD.

****
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Growth Buyout: investment in profitable, private companies experiencing strong growth, in minority or majority positions, with or
without leverage, using a flexible approach adapted to the needs of individual entrepreneurs, in order to finance organic growth
projects, acquisition strategies or provide historic shareholders with liquidity.
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About Keensight Capital
Keensight Capital, one of the leading European Growth Buyout firms, is committed to supporting entrepreneurs as they
implement their growth strategies. For almost 20 years now, our team of seasoned professionals have leveraged their
knowledge in investment and growth industries to invest for the long term in profitable companies with high growth
potential and revenues in the range of €15 million to €250 million.
Drawing on our expertise in the sectors of Information Technology/Internet and Healthcare/Wellbeing, we identify the
best investment opportunities in Europe and work closely with management teams to develop and achieve their
strategic vision.
www.keensightcapital.com
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